
I Intro. (Sept. 11, 18, 2005) 

 Having covered the first six bowl 

judgments, we now expand on the sixth and move 

to the seventh. In expanding on the sixth, John 

observed demons going out to gather men together 

for war (Rev. 16:13-16). Then the climactic 

seventh angel poured out his bowl and a 

stupendous earthquake ensued (16:17-20). This 

was followed by a tremendous hailstorm after 

which men still turned against God (16:21). 

 

II The Final Expressions of the Wrath of God 

(Rev. 16:13-21) 

 A. Expansion on the sixth bowl judgment 

(16:13-16) 

  1. (vs. 13) After the pouring out of 

the sixth bowl resulting in the drying up of the 

Euphrates, demons went forth from the three 

leaders of the world to bring men together for the 

battle of Armageddon: “And I saw coming out of 

the mouth of the dragon and out of the mouth of 

the beast and out of the mouth of the false prophet, 

three unclean spirits like frogs” 

(Kai; ei\don ejk tou' stovmato" [“figuratively, of 

the mouth, as the organ of speech…of human…of 

the destructive policy of two world potentates at 

the end of this age…of the Devil speaking as a 

dragon or serpent”
1
; “mouth…of animals and 

animal-like beings mouth, jaws…an apocalyptic 

monster”
2
] tou' dravkonto" kai; ejk tou' stovmato

" tou' qhrivou [“{wild} animal, beast…lit…of 

animal-like beings of a supernatural kind…The 

‘beasts’ or ‘animals’ of 

Rv”
3
] kai; ejk tou' stovmato" [“The dragon sends 

out water from the mouth to drown the woman 

{12:15}, the beast has a mouth that utters 

blasphemy {13:5}, and foul spirits like frogs hop 

out of the mouths of the dragon, the beasts, and 

the false prophets”
4
] tou' yeudoprofhvtou [“false 

prophet, one who falsely claims to be a prophet of 

God or who prophesies falsely”
5
; “a false prophet, 

is used of such…with reference to a false prophet 

destined to arise as the supporter of the ‘beast’ at 
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the close of this age”
6
] pneuvmata [“a spirit as an 

independent being, in contrast to a being that can 

be perceived by the physical senses…evil 

spirits…esp. in the accounts of healings in the 

Synoptics”
7
; “Unclean demonic forces are 

pneuŒmata”8
; “A surge of demonic activity is 

expected in the end-

time”
9
] triva ajkavqarta [“impure, unclean…as 

the ceremonial mng. fades, the moral sense 

becomes predominant…unclean, impure, 

vicious…Esp. of evil spirits”
10

; “unclean, impure 

{a, negative, kathairoµ, to purify}, is used…of 

unclean spirits, frequently in the Synoptists, not in 

John’s Gospel”
11

] wJ" bavtracoi [“In this only 

reference to frogs in the NT, the connotation is of 

something unclean and abhorrent.”
12

; “frog. As the 

form in which unclean spirits appeared”
13

; 

“Quacks were represented as frogs and were 

associated metaphorically with serpents.”
14

; “in 

the imagery of Revelation demonic powers are 

commonly depicted as beasts…the frogs”
15

]). 

 We saw in the initial pouring out of the 

sixth bowl on the “great river, the Euphrates,” that 

the effect of it was that “its water was dried up, 

that the way might be prepared for the kings from 

the east.” It was suggested that the reason for this 

was that things in The Middle East might be 

arranged for the final world war. That perspective 

seems to be confirmed here by John. 

 We note that initially he “saw” something 

very strange and unprecedented. For “coming out 

of the mouth of the dragon and out of the mouth of 

the beast and out of the mouth of the false 

prophet,” were “three unclean spirits like frogs,” 

“as though it were a pseudo-trinity.”
16

 Obviously, 

the three wicked ruling entities of the world are in 

agreement. However, is not entirely clear what all 

the symbolism is here, but apparently each of the 

three entities ruling the world at that time send 
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forth one demon each as an agent to accomplish 

the single purpose of all three. Why would 

“unclean (ajkavqarta in “the moral sense…impure, 

vicious…Esp. of evil spirits,”
17

 i.e., fallen angels) 

spirits” submit to the beast and the false prophet 

who were human beings? Likely it was because 

Satan required it. Beside that, “unclean spirits” 

have always been willing to perform the requests 

of men if they could have the allegiance of those 

men. Remember the temptations of Jesus for 

example in Mt. 4; if You will do this, then I will 

do that, etc. 

 The fact that they came out of the mouths 

of these three “suggests a proclamation.”
18

 Swete 

says, “The mouth as the organ of speech, the chief 

source of human influence, is frequently in the 

Apoc. the instrument of good or evil.”
19

 Here the 

thrust is of the mouth as an instrument of 

delegation.  

These spirits also were “like (wJ") frogs 

(bavtracoi),” implying something “unclean and 

loathsome,”
20

 which they were in the Law of 

Moses (Lev. 11:10-11), and to John here “they 

are…the symbols of impure impulses.”
21

 

Interestingly, W. E. Vine says, “Quacks were 

represented as frogs.”
22

 Implicit would be the idea 

that whatever the “unclean spirits” are hawking, it 

is a fraud, notwithstanding the real miracles that 

they will perform. 

  2. (vs. 14) Here we are frankly told 

that the unclean spirits of the previous verse are 

demons who are sent out to do miracles 

impressive enough to cause the kings of the world 

to gather with their armies for the final great war 

of mankind: “for they are spirits of demons, 

performing signs, which go out to the kings of the 

whole world, to gather them together for the war 

of the great day of God, the Almighty” 

(eijsi;n ga;r pneuvmata [“a spirit as an 

independent being, in contrast to a being that can 

be perceived by the physical senses…evil 

spirits”
23

] daimonivwn [“demon, evil spirit, of 

independent beings who occupy a position 
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somewhere between the human and the 

divine…who are said to enter into persons and 

cause illness, esp. of the mental variety…The 

ability of demons to work miracles is variously 

described”
24

; “A surge of demonic activity is 

expected in the end-time”
25

; “They will instigate 

the rulers of the nations at the end of this age to 

make war against God and His 

Christ”
26

] poiou'nta [“active…do, make…of 

actions that one undertakes, of events or states of 

being that one brings about do, cause, bring about, 

accomplish, prepare etc…do, perform 

miracles”
27

] shmei'a [“a sign consisting of a 

wonder or miracle, an event that is contrary to the 

usual course of nature…miracle of a demonic 

nature, worked by Satan and his agents”
28

; “a sign, 

mark, indication, token, is used…of miraculous 

acts…by demons”
29

] a} ejkporeuvetai [“go 
out…lit…w. the goal indicated…ejpiv tina to 

someone”
30

; “Many things ‘break forth’ in 

Revelation, e.g…unclean 

spirits”
31

] ejpi; tou;" basilei'" [“It is to be noted 

that these are kings of the whole earth {16:14, 16} 

and that they do not war against Babylon {Rome?} 

but against the Lamb in a final open 

battle.”
32

] th'" oijkoumevnh" [“the inhabited earth, 
the world…as such…the whole inhabited earth”

33
; 

“of the whole inhabited 

world”
34

] o{lh" sunagagei'n [“bring or call 

together, gather a number of persons…Foll. by 

eij"…to indicate the 

purpose”
35

] aujtou;" eij" to;n povlemon [“lit. 

armed conflict…of a single engagement battle, 

fight…rush into battle”
36

; “war…is so translated 

in the R.V., for A.V., ‘battle’”
37

; On Rev. 20:8, 
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WP says, “See 16:14 for this very phrase,”
38

 

indicating the identical expression there for what 

will happen at the end of he millennial 

reign.] th'" hJmevra" [“of a day appointed for very 

special purposes…esp. of the day of judgment, 

fixed by the judge…the day of God’s final 

judgment…He is oft. mentioned by name or 

otherw. clearly designated, e.g.”
39

; “the great day 

of God is that of conflict with the kings of the 

earth.”
40

] th'" megavlh" [“large, great…fig…of 

rank and dignity…of things: great, sublime, 

important…Esp. of the day of the divine 

judgment”
41

] tou' qeou' tou' pantokravtoro" [“the 

Almighty, All-Powerful, Omnipotent {One} only 

of God”
42

]). 

 Here it is expressly stated what the 

“unclean spirits” were. They were described as 

“like frogs” “for (ga;r of the cause or reason) they 

are spirits of demons,” that is, they were spirit 

beings who were not good angels, but “demons.” 

A demon is “an evil supernatural being,”
43

 or “a 

hostile transcendent being.”
44

 

 They are indeed supernatural or 

transcendent because they back up their message 

to gather together by “performing signs (shmei'a, 

lemma, shmei'on),” which is a “wonder or miracle, 

an event that is contrary to the usual course of 

nature,”
45

 and is certainly not “due to such causes 

as sleight of hand,”
46

 as Swete intimates, any more 

that Jannes and Jambres faked their imitation of 

Moses and Aaron’s miracles in Egypt. For the text 

says that when Aaron threw down his staff, “and it 

became a serpent. Then Pharaoh also called for the 

wise men and the sorcerers, and they also, the 

magicians of Egypt, did the same with their secret 

arts” (Ex. 7:10b-11, bold added for emphasis). 

Evidently the reason Swete comes up with this 

explanation is because he understands the book of 

Revelation as something already fulfilled in 

church history, and there is no credible record of 
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such real miracles being performed by false 

teachers and prophets in our age. The simple 

solution is that the book of Revelation is future 

from chap. 4 on, and real miracles will be 

performed then. Jesus predicted it, “For false 

Christs and false prophets will arise and will show 

great signs and wonders, so as to mislead, if 

possible, even the elect” (Mt. 24:24). So did the 

apostle Paul. With reference to the antichrist, he 

said, “that is, the one whose coming is in accord 

with the activity of Satan, with all power and signs 

and false wonders, and with all the deception of 

wickedness for those who perish” (2Th. 2:9-10a). 

 How the evil spirits go out to do their work 

is not stated. It would appear that they are not in 

the bodies of men controlling them as it were 

because two of them went out from human bodies 

in the first place, those of the beast and the false 

prophet, but it is still not impossible that they are 

in the bodies of men, or somehow working in 

cooperation with men, as must be the case in Mt. 

24:24 with the false Christs and false prophets. 

However it happens, the demons “go out to” the 

leadership of the world, “the kings of the whole 

world (th'" oijkoumevnh" o{lh")” or the whole 

inhabited earth. Their purpose is “to gather them 

together for the war (povlemon)” that is soon to 

erupt.  

It turns out that in part “the war is a form 

of rebellion against the world ruler. Why then 

should satanic forces be let loose to destroy the 

world empire which has just been created?”
47

 Is 

this an unexpected result of bringing the people 

together for a war that ultimately is intended to be 

against God? After all, not even Satan and his 

demons can get people to comply with their every 

plan. Or it could be that the evil spirits know that 

they can get men together for war if there is the 

hope in it for them of world domination. Then “the 

satanic purpose” can be realized, which is “to 

combat the armies from heaven (introduced in 

chap. 19) at the second coming of Christ.”
48

 

 “The great day of God, the Almighty 

(pantokravtoro")” is simply a reference to the 

climactical moment of the pouring out of the 

wrath of God in the final phase of the great 
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tribulation. The “day of God” is equal to the “day 

of the Lord” in 1Pt. 3:8; 2Th. 2:2; 1Th. 5:1 and 

“will begin when Antichrist makes a covenant 

with Israel, and it will conclude with the burning 

up of the present heavens and earth (Dan. 9:27; 1 

Pet. 3:12; et al.).”
49

 In the immediate context, “the 

great day of God” obviously emphasizes a 

relatively small span of the overall period. This is 

the case in 2Pt. 3:12 also where the expression, 

“the day of God” emphasizes the final phase of the 

burning up of the heavens and the melting of the 

elements. 

  3. (vs. 15) Here our Lord 

announces the manner of His future coming: 

“Behold, I am coming like a thief. Blessed is the 

one who stays awake and keeps his garments, lest 

he walk about naked and men see his shame” 

(jIdou; e[rcomai wJ" klevpth" [“The breaking in of 

a thief as a figure for someth. sudden, surprising, 

unexpected; used of the Parousia”
50

; 

“figuratively…of the Personal coming of 

Christ…in retributive intervention to overthrow 

the foes of God”
51

; “The disciples must watch, for 

their Lord will come as unexpectedly as a thief {1 

Th. 5:2ff.}. This coming will take unbelievers by 

surprise, but believers, who live in the light of the 

new age, should be ready”
52

; “As a thief at night, 

suddenly and unexpectedly. Reminiscence of the 

word of Jesus {Matt. 24:43=Luke 12:39}, used 

also in II Pet. 3:10; Rev. 

3:3”
53

] makavrio" [“blessed, fortunate, happy, 

usu. in the sense privileged recipient of divine 

favor…of human beings…with a more obvious 

relig. connotation…In various sentence 

combinations, in which the copula belonging with 

m. is often omitted…As a predicate w. a…ptc. m. oJ 
blessed is he who”

54
; “found seven times in 

Revelation”
55

; “one of seven beatitudes in Rev. 

{1:3; 14:13; 16:15; 19:9; 20:6; 22:7, 

14}.”
56

] oJ [“Participles in the TSKS Personal 
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Construction”
57

”] grhgorw'n [“be or keep 

awake…fig…be on the alert, be watchful {cf. our 

keep one’s eyes open}”
58

; “to watch, is used…of 

spiritual alertness”
59

] kai; thrw'n [“keep=not 

lose…{or else he will have to go naked}.”
60

; “to 

watch over, preserve, keep, watch…figuratively, 

one’s garments”
61

] ta; iJmavtia [Notice this 

remarkable caving in to legalism: “one’s garments 

{i.e., 

salvation}”
62

] aujtou' i{na mh; gumno;" [“naked, 
stripped, bare”

63
; “of the carnal condition of a 

local church, Rev. 3:17…of the similar state of an 

individual”
64

; “‘Naked’ in the figurative sense 

of…‘inwardly unprepared’”
65

] peripath'/ [“go 
about, walk around…lit…go about, walk around 

w. an indication of the place where one walks 

about…gener. walk, go…More closely 

defined…go naked”
66

] kai; [“connective and. As 

such it serves…to connect clauses and 

sentences…connecting negative and affirmative 

clauses…After a negative clause, which influences 

the clause beginning w. kaiv”67
] blevpwsin [“lit. of 

the activity of the eyes…w. acc of what is 

seen…nakedness”
68

] th;n ajschmosuvnhn [“a state 

which is or should be regarded as causing shame - 

‘shameful state, shameful condition.’…‘in order 

that he may not be naked and people see his 

shameful condition’”
69

; “shame=private parts”
70

; 

“shame, nakedness”
71

] aujtou'). 
 Here our Lord Jesus Himself interjects a 

reminder during the tribulation. He calls for the 

attention of those living then with the simple 

interjection, “Behold (jIdou;).” He had said 

something similar to the church at Sardis in Rev. 
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3:3. Similar warnings are sounded for the church 

in 1Th. 5:2 and 2Pt. 3:10, although believers 

should not find the rapture to be such a surprise 

1Th. 5:4. The church is not in view in this passage, 

but those living in the tribulation period in which 

there are no members of the church, though there 

will be believers, of course. 

 Our Lord’s coming at the end of the 

tribulation period will apparently come as a 

complete surprise to the unbelievers living at the 

time. For He will come “as a thief (wJ" klevpth"),” 

that is, “suddenly and unexpectedly.”
72

 The key 

thrust of His coming will be for “retributive 

intervention to overthrow the foes of God.”
73

  

Clearly, believers on the other hand who 

are living during the tribulation period should not 

be surprised at all by His coming, but they must 

not grow complacent. That is why the third of the 

seven of the beatitudes of the book of Revelation 

is found here: “Blessed (fortunate, happy, [or] 

privileged recipient of divine favor”
74

) is the one 

stays awake (grhgorw'n),” or who remembers “to 

watch”
75

 his lifestyle carefully, whose life is 

marked by “spiritual alertness”
76

 “and keeps his 

garments (iJmavtia), lest he walk about naked 

(gumno;" “in the figurative sense of…‘inwardly 

unprepared’”
77

) and men see his shame.” Our Lord 

had told the believers of Laodicea in the church 

age to “buy…white garments, that” they might 

“clothe” themselves (Rev. 3:18). On that passage 

we said: 

  The “garments” to be 

purchased…stand for a life well lived as 

disciples of our Lord Jesus Christ Who 

told us to count the cost before embarking 

on such a life in Lk. 14:28. Some of the 

believers at Sardis had “not soiled their 

garments,” i.e., polluted their lives with 

corrupt living. As a result, at the judgment 

seat of Christ they would “be clothed in 

white garments” as a reward, just as we 

have it in Rev. 19:8. The garments 
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rewarded then are purchased now through 

the investment of sacrificial living. Thus 

the purpose clause, “that you may clothe 

yourself, and that the shame of your 

nakedness may not be revealed,” that is, 

the truth about your sad spiritual condition 

will come out at the Bema seat of Christ. 

“All things are open and laid bare to the 

eyes of Him with whom we have to do” 

(Heb. 4:13b).  

 Note that these tribulation saints are not 

told to purchase garments, but rather to “keep 

(thrw'n ‘to watch over, preserve…watch’
78

)” 

them. Apparently they already have some by way 

of faithful living. Of course these believers will 

not be judged at the judgment seat of Christ for 

rewards, but they too will be rewarded or suffer 

loss likely before entering the millennial reign of 

Jesus Christ on earth in person. Walking “about 

naked (gumno;")” with “men” seeing their “shame 

(ajschmosuvnhn)” simply pictures the 

embarrassment of the truth about faithless 

believers eventually coming out and the faithful 

observing it. Believers can and should avoid that 

at all cost, including the cost of their very lives, 

which might be necessary. 

  4. (vs. 16) The demons are behind 

this gathering of men for war: “And they gathered 

them together to the place which in Hebrew is 

called Har–Magedon” (Kai; sunhvgagen [“bring or 

call together, gather…Foll. by eij" to indicate the 

place”
79

] aujtou;" eij" to;n tovpon [“place, 
position, region…lit…place, location…Combined 

w. a name”
80

] to;n kalouvmenon [“call by name, 
name…name, provide with a name…Lk, Ac, Rv, 

GP add to a pers. or thing the name or surname 

which {he, she} it bears, by means of the pres. 

pass. ptc…The name”
81

]  JEbrai>sti; [“Adverb”
82

; 

“‘In Aramaic’ strictly”
83

; “in Hebrew or 

Aramaic”
84

; “in Hebrew”
85

; “the idea in 9:11; 
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16:16 may be to increase the element of mystery 

and strangeness. Alternatively, the Hebrew term 

may already be a familiar 

one.”
86

]  JArmagedwvn [“The Valley of Megiddo, 

or Armageddon, is located about 15 miles 

southeast of modern Haifa. Apparently this 

becomes the center of the strife of Armageddon, 

but it must be understood that the conflict 

necessarily rages over an even larger area.”
87

; 

“This is commonly associated with the Plain of 

Esdraelon, with Megiddo on the southern rim.”
88

; 

“a cryptic place name designating the territory 

which will be the scene of the final battle of the 

forces of good and evil - ‘Armageddon’”
89

; 

“indecl. Armageddon a mystic place-name, said to 

be Hebrew Rv 16:16; it has been identified w. 

Megiddo and Jerusalem, but its interpr. is beset w. 

difficulties that have not yet been 

surmounted.”
90

]). 

 Here John returned to his theme in the 

expression, “And they (au\ta),” that is, the demons 

who went out of the mouths of the dragon, the 

beast, and the false prophet in vs. 13, “gathered 

them together” by “performing” miraculous 

“signs” (vs. 14), and perhaps by promising them 

great political power as well, “to the place which 

in Hebrew is called Har–Magedon,” or as most 

people pronounce it, “Armageddon.” “Har” means 

“mountain,” and “Magedon” refers to “Megiddo.” 

The place is much in dispute in some circles. For 

example, the main Greek-English lexicon says that 

it is, “a mystic place-name…it has been identified 

w. Megiddo and Jerusalem, but its interpr. is beset 

w. difficulties that have not yet been 

surmounted.”
91

 Louw and Nida call it “a cryptic 

place name designating the territory which will be 

the scene of the final battle of the forces of good 

and evil.”
92

 “Cryptic” means, “Having hidden 

meaning; mystifying.”
93
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However not all agree, and in my mind, it 

is not difficult to understand the general location. 

It is probably simply, “The Valley of Megiddo, or 

Armageddon…located about 15 miles southeast of 

modern Haifa. Apparently this becomes the center 

of the strife of Armageddon, but it must be 

understood that the conflict necessarily rages over 

an even larger area.”
94

 It likely is a worldwide 

conflict in some sense. It certainly extends beyond 

the immediate valley to two hundred miles as we 

know from 14:20 with even Jerusalem becoming 

involved (Zech. 14:1-3); but the focal point is 

“commonly associated with the Plain of Esdraelon 

(and/or the ‘approximately 14 by 20 mile Valley of 

Jezreel’
95

) with Megiddo (‘i.e. Mt Gerizim, which 

overlooks the plain of Megiddo,’
96

 the name, 

‘Megiddo meaning either place of troups or place 

of slaughter’
97

) on the southern rim.”
98

 This valley 

“was famous for two great victories, of Barak over 

the Canaanites and of Gideon over the Midianites; 

and for two great disasters, the deaths of Saul and 

Josiah. Hence it signifies in Revelation a place of 

great slaughter, the scene of a terrible retribution 

upon the wicked.”
99

 Of course, we know from vs. 

14 that they were gathered here for war ultimately 

against God, a conflict in which He Himself will 

utterly prevail (Rev. 19:11-19). 

 B. The seventh angel poured out his bowl 

and a great earthquake ensued (16:17-20). 

  1. (vs. 17) Interestingly, this angel 

poured out his bowl upon the air: “And the 

seventh angel poured out his bowl upon the air; 

and a loud voice came out of the temple from the 

throne, saying, ‘It is done’” (Kai; oJ e{bdomo" [“the 
seventh”

100
] ejxevceen [“pour out…lit…ej. fiavlhn, 

as we say, pour out a bowl {i.e., its 

contents}”
101

] th;n fiavlhn [“Broad shallow 

saucers, old 

word”
102

] aujtou' ejpi; to;n ajevra [“air…as an 

element w. fire and water”
103

; “{Eng., air}, 
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signifies the atmosphere, certainly in five of the 

seven occurrences”
104

] kai; ejxh'lqen [“of 

things…non-literal uses…go out of noise, a 

message, etc.: a voice rings 

out”
105

] fwnh; [“voice…In accordance w. OT and 

Jewish usage gener…‘the voice’ oft. speaks, 

though the {heavenly} speaker neither appears nor 

is mentioned…In most cases the divine voice is 

differentiated fr. the 

divinity”
106

] megavlh ejk tou' naou' [“temple…lit

…of the heavenly sanctuary…of Rv”
107

; “the 

temple is God’s eternal presence on the 

throne”
108

] ajpo; tou' qrovnou levgousa gevgonen). 

 Here the last punitive angel, “the seventh” 

of the final series of angels, “poured out his bowl 

upon the air (ajevra).” Immediately following it, 

there came “a loud voice came out of the temple 

from the throne” in heaven. We have had the 

expression, “loud voice,” fifteen times before in 

the book of Revelation, eleven times with the 

exact Greek word order as here. In this case, as 

with vs. 1, the voice must be the voice of God 

Himself because no one else was in the temple 

(15:8). 

 The voice cried, “It is done,” which 

translates the simple Greek word, gevgonen (third 

person, singular, perfect, active, indicative). What 

was done? With the conclusion of this series of 

bowl judgments, “the wrath of God is finished” 

(15:1). We must remember that this judgment 

marks “the end of the seals and trumpets 

judgments. All three series of judgments end at the 

same time.”
109

 Therefore the temporal expression 

of God’s anger or wrath with the sins of men on 

earth in time is complete, that is, when the seventh 

bowl will have run its course. It has already been 

poured out at this point, so there is no more wrath 

to come forth from God. 

  2. (vs. 18) The immediate effect of 

this bowl was to affect the air, but the 

ramifications were far more extensive than that: 

“And there were flashes of lightning and sounds 

and peals of thunder; and there was a great 
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earthquake, such as there had not been since man 

came to be upon the earth, so great an earthquake 

was it, and so mighty” 

(kai; ejgevnonto ajstrapai; [“lightning…Accompa

nying cosmic phenomena”
110

; “lightning is linked 

with OT theophanies, with echoes of the plagues 

in the last three passages. With thunder, lightning 

climaxes the series of plagues that display God’s 

supremacy”
111

; “lightning…in the 

plural”
112

] kai; fwnai; [“sound, tone, noise…In 

Rv we have 

ajstrapai; kai; fwnai; kai; brontaiv…{are certain 

other sounds in nature thought of here in addition 

to thunder, as e.g. the roar of the 

storm?…}”
113

] kai; brontai; [“Translated 

‘thunder,’…mentioned with other natural 

phenomena”
114

] kai; seismo;" ejgevneto mevga" oi|
o" [“relative pron…of what sort, {such} as 

oi|o". . . toiou'to" as. . . so…The correlative can 

oft. be supplied fr. the context”
115

; “‘such as’ is a 

rendering of certain relative pronouns: hoios, what 

sort of”
116

] oujk ejgevneto [“as a verb w. its own 

mng. come to be, become, originate…be born or 

begotten…of things arise, come about, etc…of 

events or phenomena in 

nature…earthquake”
117

] ajf! [“To denote the 

point from which someth. begins, in lit. and fig. 

mng…of time from—{on}, since…ajf! h|" {sc. 

w{ra" or hJmevra"…} since, when 

once”
118

] ou| [“relative pron. who, which, what, 

that…used w. preposition…whereby a kind of 

conjunction is formed…in indications of 

time…ajf! ou|…when once, 

since”
119

] a[nqrwpo" [“In light of Johannine 

usage, we might also add Rev 16:18, where the 

Seer clearly uses the anarthrous a[nqrwpo" in a 

generic sense, meaning 

‘humankind.’”
120

] ejgevneto [“As a substitute for 
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the forms of eijmi...appear…hence 

exist”
121

] ejpi; th'" gh'" [“The Earth, Land, as a 
Dwelling Place of Man…the earth as the theater of 

history: the past”
122

] thlikou'to" [“a degree 

which is comparable to some other expression of 

degree - ‘so great, that great, so much.’…‘so great 

was that earthquake’”
123

; “so great, so important, 

so mighty etc.”
124

; “so great {when said of things}, 

is translated ‘so mighty’ {R.V., ‘so great’}, of an 

earthquake.”
125

; “so great, is used in the N.T. of 

things only…an 

earthquake”
126

] seismo;" [“shaking…Mostly 

earthquake…a severe earthquake”
127

; “a shaking, 

a shock, from seioµ, to move to and fro, to shake, 

chiefly with the idea of concussion {Eng., seismic, 

seismology, seismometry}, is used…of 

earthquakes”
128

; “Earthquakes are among the signs 

of the last time…and Revelation includes them 

among the terrors of the end”
129

] ou{tw [“to denote 

degree, so, before adj. and adv. {class.}…an 

earthquake so great”
130

; “in this way, so, thus, is 

used…marking intensity, rendered 

‘so’”
131

] mevga"). 

 Indeed there was an immediate effect upon 

the air, which permeates everything and upon 

which all depend for life, with “flashes of 

lightning and sounds and peals of thunder,” like a 

great thunderstorm. You will remember that we 

have seen this sort of thing before in Rev. 4:5 (in 

heaven); 8:5 (seventh seal); 11:19 (seventh 

trumpet vs. 15). In such similar events, we also 

had it followed by an earthquake 8:5 as here, and 

both an earthquake and a hailstorm in 11:19. So 

these events in sky seem to herald great calamities 

on earth, and great this one is. It would be 

impossible to state more strongly the stupendous 

and utterly unprecedented power of this quake. 

With three appositional clauses, John 
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communicated this truth in the Greek language. 

Clause one says that the magnitude of this quake 

was “such” that “there had not been” one like it 

“since man came to be upon the earth.” That is 

what unprecedented means! Clause number two 

reaffirmed this with, “so great an earthquake,” that 

is, again none of this variety ever happened before. 

Clause number three succinctly stated, “thus 

mighty (mevga")!” Finally, once again using the 

adverb of manner, “thus,” it was unmatched in its 

might. 

3. (vs. 19) The devastation caused 

by the earthquake were tremendous: “And the 

great city was split into three parts, and the cities 

of the nations fell. And Babylon the great was 

remembered before God, to give her the cup of the 

wine of His fierce wrath” (kai; ejgevneto [“to 

become, is translated ‘was divided’…{of ‘the 

great city’}, lit., ‘became into three parts.’”
132

; 

“Substitution for Predicate Nominative {eij" + 

accusative}…Eij" + the accusative is occasionally 

found replacing the predicate nominative in the 

NT…This construction occurs 

with…givnomai”133
] hJ povli" [“In Rv 

hJ povl. hJ. megavlh is almost always 

‘Babylon’”
134

] hJ megavlh eij" [“The predicate 

nom. and the predicate acc. are somet. replaced by 

eij" w. acc. under Semitic influence, which has 

strengthened Gk. tendencies in the same 

direction…predicate nom…w. 

givnesqai”135
] triva mevrh [“part, in contrast to the 

whole…gener…Also without gen., when it is 

plain fr. the context how much of a contrast betw. 

part and whole is involved”
136

; “denotes…a part as 

opposite to the 

whole”
137

] kai; aiJ povlei" tw'n ejqnw'n e[pesan [“f
all, the passive of the idea conveyed in 

bavllw...lit…of things, esp. structures fall, fall to 

pieces, collapse, go down…Of a 

city”
138

] kai; Babulw;n [“the capital of Babylonia - 

‘Babylon’…also occurs as a symbol of demonic 
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134Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

135Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

136Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

137Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

138Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 
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world power”
139

; “Babylon, capital of 

Babylonia…In late Judaism Rome began to take 

on the name and many of the characteristics of 

Babylon as a world-power hostile to God, 

denounced by the prophets…The same interpr. is 

preferred by most for Rv…where B. is always 

called the Great”
140

; “Apart from references to the 

captivity in Mt. 1:11, 12, 17 and Acts 7:43, and 

the single mention in 1 Pet. 5:13, the term Babyloµ�n 
occurs only in Revelation, where it denotes the 

ungodly power of the end-

time”
141

] hJ megavlh ejmnhvsqh [“from the older 

form mnaomai...Rev. 16:19 {Passive Voice}, ‘was 

remembered’”
142

; “In the NT ‘to remember’ is not 

just a mental act…his remembering means 

judgment for Babylon”
143

; “pass…be 

mentioned…This may also be the place for 

mnhsqh'nai ejnwvpion tou' qeou' be mentioned 

before God…But these pass. can also be 

understood on the basis of the next mng…be 

called to remembrance, and ejnwvpion t. q. can 

then take on the mng. of…your charities have 

been called to remembrance by God Ac 10:31; cf. 

Rv 16:19.”
144

] ejnwvpion [“special uses…among, 

before…After verbs of remembering  and 

forgetting”
145

; “from en, in, and oµps, the eye, is the 

neuter of the adjective enoµpios, and is used 

prepositionally…in metaphorical phrases after 

verbs of motion…signifying in the mind or soul of 

persons”
146

] tou' qeou' dou'nai [“The infinitive of 

result indicates the outcome produced by the 

controlling verb. In this respect it is similar to the 

infinitive of purpose, but the former puts an 

emphasis on intention {which may or may not 

culminate in the desired result} while the latter 

places the emphasis on effect {which may or may 

not have been intended}. This usage is relatively 

common.”
147

] aujth'/ to; pothvrion [“a diminutive 

of poteµr, denotes, primarily, a drinking vessel; 

                                                 
139Louw, Johannes P. and Nida, Eugene A., Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament based on Semantic 
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Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

141Kittel, Gerhard, and Friedrich, Gerhard, Editors, The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 

Abridged in One Volume, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company) 1985. 

142Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

143Kittel, Gerhard, and Friedrich, Gerhard, Editors, The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 

Abridged in One Volume, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company) 1985. 

144Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

145Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

146Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

147Wallace, Daniel B., Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics - Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament, 

(Garland, TX: Galaxie Software) 1999, c1996. 

hence, a cup…figurative, of one’s lot or 

experience, joyous or sorrowful…of Divine 

punishments to be inflicted”
148

] tou' oi[nou [“fig., 

in apocalyptic symbolism, of the punishments 

which God gives to the wicked to ‘drink’ like 

wine…the wine of God’s wrath”
149

; “The word is 

used metaphorically…of the contents of the cup of 

Divine wrath upon the nations and Babylon”
150

; 

“denotes the wrath of God in a figure that is taken 

from the OT”
151

] tou' qumou' [“boiling rage”
152

; 

“passion, passionate longing…the wine-cup of his 

passionate wrath”
153

; “anger, wrath, rage…the 

wine of God’s wrath…{the figure of the 

outpouring of wrath freq. in OT}. If this mng. 

holds true for all the Rv pass., the combination of 

genitives of qumov" and ojrghv…is to be taken as a 

strengthening of the thought”
154

; “hot anger, 

wrath, is rendered 

‘fierceness’”
155

] th'" ojrgh'" [“settled anger”
156

; 

“The Objects…of Wrath…In the NT wrath is not 

of the essence of God but always has objects…He 

is wrathful with the whole earth {especially 

Babylon} because of its worship of 

antichrist”
157

] aujtou'). 
 What kind of damage would such a 

literally earth-shaking event wreak? First, “the 

great city was split into three parts.” Walvoord 

thinks the great city is Babylon because it is 

mentioned in this verse. Constable says that it is 

“Jerusalem.”
158

 He is probably correct because 

Jerusalem is called the great city in 11:8. It would 

be redundant to bring up Babylon again at the end 

of the verse. So Jerusalem experiences major 

topographical changes at this point. More will 

come nearby when Jesus sets His feet down at the 

second advent on the Mount of Olives (Zech. 

14:4). 
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 Moreover, in terms of further damage, “the 

cities of the nations (ejqnw'n)” or Gentiles “fell 

(e[pesan),” a term used of cities and “esp. 

structures…fall to pieces, collapse, go down.”
159

 

Apparently all the world’s great cities will be 

reduced to rubble. The recent great earthquake off 

the coast of Indonesia caused subterranean water 

levels to shift measurably in Nebraska! 

Next we learn that “Babylon the great was 

remembered before God” with the result that she 

was given “her…cup of the wine of His fierce 

(qumo" ‘boiling rage’
160

) wrath (ojrgh ‘settled 

anger’
161

)” “to drink (‘figurative, of one’s lot or 

experience…of Divine punishments to be 

inflicted’
162

),” which means that she was 

destroyed also by the quake. The reference is 

likely to a literally rebuilt city of Babylon on the 

Euphrates river as per Constable, and not to 

Rome, some other city, or merely the world’s 

system, though that is likely in view in the 

background. Interestingly, one definition given 

for the name “Babylon” in the dictionary is, “A 

city or place of great luxury, sensuality, and often 

vice and corruption.”
163

 Chapters 17 and 18 will 

describe the fall of Babylon in more detail. “The 

fall of Babylon is the central teaching of the 

seventh bowl. It is an event already announced in 

14:8 and prefigured in the harvest and vintage of 

14:14-20.”
164

 We note that there the description 

was proleptic within its context. 

4. (vs. 20) The topography of the 

earth was significantly altered by the earthquake: 

“And every island fled away, and the mountains 

were not found” 

(kai; pa'sa nh'so" [“island…Removed fr. their 

places in the last days”
165

; “an 

island”
166

] e[fugen [“{a figurative extension of 

meaning of feuvgw 
‘to flee…} to disappear quickly 

from sight - ‘to disappear, to become 

invisible.’…‘and every island suddenly 

                                                 
159Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 
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School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention) 1998, c1933. 

161Robertson, Archibald Thomas, Word Pictures in the New Testament, (Nashville, Tennessee, USA: Sunday 

School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention) 1998, c1933. 

162Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

163The American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Third Edition copyright © 

1992 by Houghton Mifflin Company. Electronic version licensed from InfoSoft International, 

Inc. All rights reserved. 

164Tom Constable. Tom Constable's Expository Notes on the Bible. Galaxie Software, 2003; 2003. Re 16:19. 
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Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 
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disappeared’”
167

; “to cease rapidly to exist - ‘to 

cease quickly, to disappear rapidly.’…‘and every 

island quickly disappeared’”
168

; “vanish, 

disappear…pa'sa nh'so" e[fugen”
169

; 

“intransitively, of the flight of physical 

matter”
170

] kai; o[rh [“mountain, hill…W. 

nh'so"”
171

; “The NT contains some important 

eschatological sayings about mountains…The 

image in Rev. 8:8 is that of destructive power. The 

shaking of the mountains in Rev. 6:14 announces 

the shaking of heaven and earth. The mountains 

and islands disappear in 16:20, and then heaven 

and earth perish at the climax in 20:11.”
172

; 

“occasionally an impersonal subject takes a plural 

verb”
173

] oujc euJrevqhsan [“find…after seeking 

find, discover, come upon…The pass. w. neg. can 

also mean: no longer to be found, despite a 

thorough search=disappear”
174

; “denotes…to 

find…of mountains”
175

; “This word means ‘to 

find’…sometimes with reference to ordinary facts, 

but mostly with reference to things relating to 

God’s work and kingdom, e.g., surprising 

events…with a suggestion…of the seriousness of 

divine judgment”
176

]). 

 There is no reason to take either of the 

things we are told here figuratively. “Every island 

fled away (e[fugen)” means that “every island 

suddenly disappeared.”
177

 That the “mountains 

were not found” means “no longer to be found, 

despite a thorough search=disappear.”
178

 The 

surface of the earth has been more or less 

flattened, though the Mount of Olives will have to 

still be standing for Jesus to land upon it! 

 C. Next came a tremendous hailstorm after 

which men still turned against God (16:21). 

  1. (vs. 21) This earthquake has got 

to be greatest in all of human history: “And huge 
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Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

175Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

176Kittel, Gerhard, and Friedrich, Gerhard, Editors, The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 

Abridged in One Volume, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company) 1985. 

177Louw, Johannes P. and Nida, Eugene A., Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament based on Semantic 

Domains, (New York: United Bible Societies) 1988, 1989. 
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hailstones, about one hundred pounds each, came 

down from heaven upon men; and men 

blasphemed God because of the plague of the hail, 

because its plague was extremely severe” 

(kai; cavlaza megavlh [“large, great…fig…of 

intensity…Of natural 

phenomena”
179

] wJ" talantiaiva [“weighing a 

talent…a severe hailstorm with hailstones 

weighing a talent {the talent=125 librae, or 

Roman pounds of 12 ounces each} {heavy as a 

hundred-weight RSV}”
180

; “denotes ‘of a talent’s 

weight’”
181

; “pertaining to weighing a talent or 

125 Roman pounds of twelve ounces each or 

approximately ninety pounds {English weight} or 

forty kilograms - ‘weighing a talent.’…‘great 

stones of hail, each weighing some ninety pounds’ 

Re 16.21. It may, however, be better to use in Re 

16.21 an expression with a more general sense, for 

example, ‘great stones of hail weighing almost a 

hundred pounds’ or ‘…forty kilos.’”
182

; “In the 

LXX a talanton…ranged in weight from 108 to 

130 pounds.”
183

] katabaivnei [“come down, go 
down, climb down…lit…of things etc…Of 

hail…fall down fr. heaven upon someone”
184

; 

“denotes to come {or fall} 

down”
185

] ejk tou' oujranou' [“heaven…as a part of 

the universe…mentioned w. the earth…as the 

firmament or sky over the earth; out of reach for 

men…Likew. of other things that come down like 

rain to punish sinners…apocalyptic hail”
186

; 

“Heaven as the Starting Point of the Event of 

Revelation…OT figures are used to depict wrath 

concretely…hail stones from 

heaven”
187

] ejpi; [“with the accusative…of 

place…lit…of motion that reaches its goal 

completely…on, upon someone or 

someth…katabaivnein fr. 

above”
188

] tou;" ajnqrwvpou" kai; ejblasfhvmhsan 
[“in relation to a divine being, blaspheme…of the 
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true God and what pertains to him…God 

himself”
189

] oiJ a[nqrwpoi to;n qeo;n ejk [“As a 

result of the plague of 

hail.”
190

] th'" plhgh'" th'" calavzh" [“frozen 

rain - ‘hail.’…it is possible that cavlaza is better 

interpreted as referring to a ‘hailstorm.’”
191

; “to let 

loose, let fall, is always used as an instrument of 

Divine 

judgment”
192

] o{ti megavlh ejsti;n hJ plhgh; [“blo
w, stroke…fig. blow in the sense ‘a blow of fate’, 

etc…plague, misfortune {sent by 

God…}”
193

] aujth'" sfovdra [“a very high point 

on a scale of extent and in many contexts implying 

vehemence or violence - ‘exceedingly, greatly, 

violently, terrible.’…‘because it was such a very 

terrible plague’”
194

; “adv…very {much}, 

extremely, greatly used w. an adj.”
195

; “properly 

the neuter plural of sphodros, excessive, violent 

{from a root indicating restlessness}, signifies 

very, very much, exceedingly”
196

]). 

 As God used hail as a plague on Egypt 

resulting in additional hardness of heart by 

Pharaoh, so also He will use “huge hailstones” in 

judgment in the final days of the tribulation period 

resulting in hardness of heart by the population of 

the unsaved murderers and rebels upon whom the 

stones fall. This stones are certainly of world 

record proportions too, “about one hundred 

pounds each.” Can you imagine the damage 

caused by these supernatural boulders of ice? 

People were not moved to get right with God 

thereby, but rather they “blasphemed God because 

of the plague of the hail, because its plague was 

extremely severe.” 

 “The heaviest hailstones on record, 

weighing up to 2.25 pounds were reported to have 

killed 92 people in the Gopalganj district of 

Bangladesh on April 14, 1986.”
197

  

“The thunderstorm that pounded south-

central Nebraska in June (2003) ended up leaving 
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something for the record books: The largest 

hailstone ever recovered in the United States, a 

seven-inch (17.8-centimeter) wide chunk of ice 

almost as large as a soccer ball.  

The National Climate Extremes 

Committee, which is responsible for validating 

national records, formally accepted the 

measurements last month: seven inches in 

diameter (17.8 centimeters) and a circumference of 

18.75 inches (47.6 centimeters).  

The hailstone was recovered in Aurora on 

June 22.”
198

 

“The Aurora, Nebraska hailstone at 7” in 

diameter is the ‘largest’ in the United States 

(possibly the world), while the Coffeyville, Kansas 

hailstone at 1.67 lbs. is the heaviest in the United 

States.”
199

 

 

III Conc. 

 The demons went forth to gather men for 

war, but that war is not yet. They are simply being 

gathered for it as recorded primarily in chap. 19. In 

the meantime, there was the world’s greatest 

earthquake in all of human history, and a hailstorm 

of such a magnitude that it could scarcely be 

imagined. Yet in all this believers were urged to be 

faithful so that they would not be embarrassed for 

lack of clothing as it were some day. 
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